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Single- and few-layer transition metal dichalcogenides have recently emerged as a new family of layered
crystals with great interest , not only from the fundamental point of view, but also because of their potential
application in ultrathin devices. Here we review the electronic properties of semiconducting MX2, where
M =Mo or W and X = S or Se. Based on of density functional theory calculations, which include the
effect of spin-orbit interaction, we discuss the band structure of single-layer, bilayer and bulk compounds.
The band structure of these compounds is highly sensitive to elastic deformations, and we review how strain
engineering can be used to manipulate and tune the electronic and optical properties of those materials.
We further discuss the effect of disorder and imperfections in the lattice structure and their effect on the
optical and transport properties of MX2. The superconducting transition in these compounds, which has
been observed experimentally, is analyzed, as well as the different mechanisms proposed so far to explain the
pairing. Finally, we include a discussion on the excitonic effects which are present in these systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Two-dimensional layered materials are currently being
object of great attention due to their physical properties.
Single-layer and few-layer graphene have received much at-
tention and bolstered this field of research.1 Recently, the
focus is widening to other two-dimensional materials with
interesting structural and electronic properties.2 Transition
metal dichalcogenides (TMD) form a new family of layered
materials that can be easily exfoliated and present promis-
ing electrical and optical properties.3 Among these materi-
als, semiconducting TMD are of special interest since the gap
present in both single-layer and multi-layer samples makes
them candidates for device applications.4–6

The band structure of those compounds dramatically
changes from single-layer to multi-layer samples, involving
a transition from a direct gap for single-layer samples to an
indirect gap for multi-layer samples,7 as it has been observed
experimentally,8–11 pointing out the important role of inter-
layer coupling.12 Furthermore, their electronic properties are
highly sensitive to the external conditions such as temper-
ature, pressure or strain. For instance, an insulator/metal
transition can be induced under particular conditions.13–25

This tunability of the gap is very interesting for optoelec-
tronic applications.4

Other important feature of the TMD is the possibility to
control quantum degrees of freedom as the electron spin,
the valley pseudospin and layer pseudospin.26 In fact, the
strong spin-orbit interaction in these compounds, and the
coupling of the spin, the valley and the layer degrees of free-
dom opens the possibility to manipulate them for future ap-
plications in spintronics and valleytronics devices.27–34 The
spin orbit coupling (SOC) lifts the spin degeneracy of the en-
ergy bands in single layer samples due to the abscence of
inversion symmetry.35 By time reversal symmetry the spin
splitting in inequivalent valleys must be opposite, leading
to the so called spin-valley coupling,31 which have been ob-

served experimentally27,29,32,33,36,37 and have also been stud-
ied theoretically.38–43

Due to the reduced dielectric screening in monolayer and
few-layer samples of TMDs, excitonics effects are especially
relevant in these compounds. The existence of neutral and
charged excitons, as well as their possible manipulation for
optoelectronic applications, is attracting a lot of interest
from both, experimental28,44–46 and theoretical47–49 points of
view.

Similarly as in graphene, metallic behavior can be induced
in semiconducting TMD by means of electric field effects or
by doping. At high carrier concentrations (n ∼ 1014 cm−2),
and in the presence of high-κ dielectrics, MoS2 becomes su-
perconductor, with a doping-dependent critical temperature
Tc(n) which exhibits a superconducting dome with a maxi-
mum for a certain range of doping n and drops to zero at
sufficiently large values of n,50,51 and whose understanding
is focus of a number of recent theoretical works.52–55

Another topic of current research is the effect of disorder
on the optical and electronic properties of TMDs. In particu-
lar, the presence of vacancies or adatoms in the samples can
modify their mobility, and the importance of short-range dis-
order is thought as one of the main limitations for the mobil-
ity of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grown single-layer
MoS2

56,57. Theoretically, this problem has been studied us-
ing ab initio methods58–65, as well as real space tight-binding
(TB) methods which can simulate realistic samples.66

The present paper analyzes the electronic properties of
the group-VIB MX2 (where M = Mo, W and X = S, Se).
The corresponding band structure for single layer, bilayer
and bulk compounds is obtained from density function the-
ory (DFT) calculations, which includes spin-orbit interac-
tion. We discuss the role played by both, the metal and the
chalcogen atoms, in the optical and electronic properties of
these materials. We review the effects of strain and disorder
in the electronic spectrum, as well as the superconducting
transition in highly doped samples.
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FIG. 1: (a) Schematic representation of the atomic structure of MX2.
The bulk compound has a 2H-MX2 structure with two MX2 layers
per unit cell, each layer being built up from a trigonal prism coor-
dination unit. The small green rectangle represents the unit cell of
a monolayer of MX2, which is doubled (red extension) in the bulk
crystal. (b) Detail of the trigonal prisms for the two layers in the
bulk compound, showing the lattice constants and the definition of
the structural angles used in the text.

II. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

In this section we discuss the main features of the elec-
tronic band structure of single-layer, bilayer and bulk TMDs.
For this, we will use DFT calculations, including the intrin-
sic spin-orbit interaction term for all atoms. The crystal
structure of single-layer and multilayer MX2 is schematically
shown in Fig. 1. The basic unit block of MX2 is composed
of an inner layer of M atoms on a triangular lattice sand-
wiched between two layers of X atoms lying on the triangu-
lar net of alternating hollow sites. We denote7 a as the dis-
tance between nearest neighbor in-plane M−M and X−X
distances, b as the nearest neighbor M − X distance and
u as the distance between the M and X planes. The MX2

crystal forms an almost perfect trigonal prism structure with

b and u very close to the their ideal values b � √
7/12a

and u � a/2. The experimental values of these lattice dis-
tances of the bulk compounds are given in Table I for the four
materials investigated.42,67,68 The in-plane Brillouin zone is
thus characterized by the high-symmetry points Γ = (0, 0),

K= 4π/3a(1, 0), and M= 4π/3a(0,
√
3/2).

DFT calculations are done using the Siesta code,71,72

with the exchange-correlation potential of Ceperly-Alder73

as parametrized by Perdew and Zunger.74 We consider also
a split-valence double-ζ basis set including polarization
functions.75 The energy cutoff and the Brillouin zone sam-
pling were chosen to converge the total energy with a value
of 300 Ry and 30 × 30 × 1 (30 × 30 × 30) in the case of
the monolayer (bilayer and bulk), respectively. The energy
cutoff was set to 10−6 eV. We account for the spin-orbit in-
teraction of the different compounds following the method
developed in Ref. 76. Figs. 2-3 show the obtained band struc-
tures for single-layer, bilayer and bulk samples of MX2. The

a u c′

MoS2 3.160 1.586 6.140
WS2 3.153 1.571 6.160
MoSe2 3.288 1.664 6.451
WSe2 3.260 1.657 6.422

TABLE I: Lattice parameters used for DFT calculation for MX2,
as taken from Refs. 69, 70 and 68. a represents the M -M atomic
distance, u the internal vertical distance between the M plane and
the X plane, and c′ the distance between the M layers. In bulk
systems the z-axis lattice parameter is given by c = 2c′. All values
are in Å units.

Bandgap VB(K) VB(Γ) CB(K) CB(Q)
Monolayer

MoS2 1.715 0.153 0.0041 0.0832
WS2 1.659 0.439 0.0333 0.339
MoSe2 1.413 0.193 0.0258 0.0
WSe2 1.444 0.439 0.0396 0.275

Bilayer
MoS2 1.710-1.198 0.181 0.737 0.0 0.457
WS2 1.658-1.338 0.451 0.677 0.0357 0.528
MoSe2 1.424-1.194 0.213 0.649 0.0253 0.417
WSe2 1.442-1.299 0.454 0.649 0.0428 0.522

Bulk
MoS2 1.679-0.788 0.245 1.018 0.0 0.874
WS2 1.636-0.917 0.482 1.426 0.044 0.922
MoSe2 1.393-0.852 0.267 0.695 0.0228 0.819
WSe2 1.407-0.910 0.504 1.075 0.0548 0.919

TABLE II: Band gap and splitting of the valence band (VB) and con-
duction band (CB) at different points of the BZ obtained from our
DFT calculations Figs. 2-3. The gap for monolayer samples is al-
ways direct, whereas for bilayer and bulk systems we give the di-
rect/indirect gap for each compound (which values are shown are
separated by a hyphen as follows: direct-indirect).

lattice parameters used in this calculation are given in Table
I. In Table II we summarize the most important features of
the band structures calculated in this work, like the energy
gaps and the splitting of the valence and conduction bands at
different points of the BZ. In Tables III and IV we list details
of the band structure of different TMDs obtained in other
works in the bibliography. A detailed description of the or-
bital character of the bands can be found in Ref. 7. The va-
lence and conduction bands are made by hybridization of the
dxy , dx2−y2 and d3z2−r2 orbitals of the transition metal M ,
and the px, py and pz orbitals of the chalcogen atoms X . All
the single-layer compounds shown in Fig. 2 are direct gap
semiconductors, with the gap lying at the two inequivalent
K points of the hexagonal BZ. The most important orbital
contribution at the edge of the valence band at the K point
is due to a combination of dxy and dx2−y2 of the metal M ,
which hybridize to px and py orbitals of the chalcogen atoms
X . On the other hand, the edge of the conduction band has
a main contribution due to d3z2−r2 of M , plus a minor con-
tribution of px and py orbitals of X .7

The main difference between the MoX2 [Fig. 2(a) and (b)]
and WX2 [Fig. 2(c) and (d)] compounds is observed in the
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LDA GGA HSE GW Exp
Monolayer

MoS2 1.7977/1.8968/1.7678/1.8679 1.6047/1.5978/1.6779 2.0547/2.3280/1.78681/2.2579 2.8247/2.75948/2.4182/2.6679 1.883,84/1.908/1.8685

WS2 2.0568/1.9479 1.5647/1.8059/2.186/1.9 1.8747?/1.8179 2.8847/2.3279 2.9179

MoSe2 1.5868/1.6379 1.3547/1.4459/1.4479 1.7547/1.9979 2.4147/2.3179 1.7687/1.5811/1.5588

WSe2 1.6168/1.4578/1.7479 1.1947/1.2583/1.3237/1.1978 /1.5579 1.6847/2.1079 2.42(Indirect!)47/2.5179 1.6483/1.6437

Bilayer
MoS2 1.6882/1.75-1.1778 1.27589/1.56-1.1778 1.980/1.48081(Γ to K) 1.88848/2.3282/1.18(Γ to K)9 1.88/1.68/1.519

WS2 - 1.3789 - - 1.79

MoSe2 1.1289

WSe2 1.3568/1.68-1.2778 1.2383/1.19/1.41-1.1237/1.19-1.1478 - - 1.59/1.59-1.5137

Bulk
MoS2 1.6782/0.7568/1.71-0.7278 1.55-0.9278/1.62-0.8890 1.3780/1.32881 1.28748/2.2382/2.07-1.2390 1.8/1.298/1.2391/1.2992

WS2 0.8968 1.2183/1.65-0.9490 - 2.13-1.3090 1.5783/1.3591

MoSe2 0.8068 1.39-0.8490 - 1.83-1.1190 1.0991/1.192

WSe2 0.9768 1.5-0.8178/1.33-0.9290 - 1.75-1.1990 1.291/1.60-1.4437

TABLE III: Band gap obtained in other works using different methods or functionals as local-density approximation (LDA), generalised
gradient approximation (GGA), hybrid functionals as the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE) and the GW approximation. Values separated by
a hyphen are the direct-indirect gap.79
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FIG. 2: Band structure of single layer MoS2, MoSe2, WS2 and WSe2
obtained from DFT calculations, including SOC. Dashed vertical
lines indicate the position of the Q point in the BZ (see text).

splitting of the valence band for each case, which is due to
SOC. Whereas for the Mo compounds it is of the order of
∼150 meV, for the heavier W compounds increases up to ∼
400 meV. SOC also lead to a splitting of the conduction band
at both, the band edge at the K point,67 as well as at the sec-
ondary minimum Q which lies between the Γ and K points
of the BZ (indicated in Fig. 2-3 by a dashed vertical line). No-
tice that, since Q is not a high symmetry point of the BZ, the
minima of the conduction band for bilayer and bulk materi-
als do not lie exactly at the same point than for single layers.
This is why the minima of the conduction band in Figs. 4
and 3 are slightly shifted with respect to the single-layer Q
point.

For monolayer samples and around the K and K’ points, it
is possible to assign a spin projection to the different Bloch
states along the normal to the MX2 plane. It is possible to

define a sign for the SOC induced splitting of the band n
from the difference ΔSO

n (k) = εn↑(k)−εn↓(k). Time rever-
sal symmetry implies thatΔSO

n (k) = −ΔSO
n (−k), leading to

splitting of opposite sign at the K and K’ points. DFT calcula-
tions show, for the K point of the conduction band, a negative
sign for ΔSO for the Mo compounds (∼ −3 meV for MoS2
and ∼ −21 meV for MoSe2) and a positive sign for the W
compounds (∼ 27 meV for WS2 and ∼ 38 meV for WSe2).67

Notice that the SOC splitting of the conduction band is larger
for the Se compounds as compared to the S compounds. This
is expected due to the heavier mass of selenium as compared
to sulfur. Since the orbital weight of the px and py orbitals of
chalcogen atoms at the K point of the conduction band is of
the order of ∼ 20%,7 first order processes associated to this
X atoms lead to a contribution to the SOC splitting, being
more noticeable for the Se compounds. Recent calculations
suggest that Coulomb interaction can modify the SOC split
bands.93

III. EFFECT OF STRAIN

The phonon structure of TMDs considered here is highly
sensitive to strain. The Raman spectra of these compounds
contain two main peaks which correspond to the A1g out-
of-plane mode, where the top and bottom X atoms are mov-
ing out of plane in opposite directions while M is fixed, and
the E1

2g in-plane mode where the M and X atoms are mov-

ing in-plane in opposite directions.94,95 These phonon modes
are red shifted with increasing temperatures, which might
point the importance of anharmonic contributions to the in-
teratomic potentials.65 The E1

2g mode is very sensitive to ap-
plied strain. Applying uniaxial strain lifts the degeneracy
of this mode, leading to red shifting and splitting into two
distinct peaks for strain of just 1%.25,96,97 The particular elec-
tronic structure and phonon modes of TMDs suggest that
band structure engineering methods can be used for elec-
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LDA GGA FPLAPW HSE GW Exp
Monolayer

MoS2 0.190177 0.14783/0.14647/0.14767 0.14835 0.19347/0.18881 0.16447/0.14648/0.11282 0.1508/0.17047

WS2 - 0.43583/0.42547/0.43367 0.42635 0.52147 0.45647 -
MoSe2 - 0.18347/0.18667 0.18335 0.26147 0.2647 0.18011

WSe2 - 0.46147/0.46367/0.4337 0.45635 0.58647 0.50147 -
Bilayer

MoS2 0.173882 0.1789 - 0.20181 0.17448/0.16082 0.1708

WS2 - - - - - -
MoSe2 - - - - - -
WSe2 - 0.4337 - - - -

Bulk

MoS2 0.220182/0.25892 0.2389 0.18481 0.23848/0.230682 - 0.1808/0.16192

WS2 - - - - - -
MoSe2 0.29492 - - - 0.17592 -
WSe2 - - - - - -

TABLE IV: Splitting at the valence band at K obtained in other works using different methods or functionals as LDA, GGA, all-electron
full-potential linearised augmented-plane wave (FPLAPW), HSE and the GW approximation.

tronic and optoelectronic applications. This technique can
be especially useful for TMDs which have been shown to
sustain elastically deformations up to 11% without breaking
the material.98

Furthermore, the SOC induces a finite band splitting in
single-layer systems also at the six inequivalent valleys at
the Q point of the BZ,35,43 with the corresponding entangle-
ment of spin/valley/orbital degrees of freedom.99 At the mi-
croscopic level, we remind that the main orbital character of
the conduction bands at the Q point is due to a roughly equal
distribution of the dx2−y2 and dxy orbitals of the transition
metal M , and of the px and py orbitals of the chalcogen atom
X . The rather large contribution from both p- and d-orbitals
leads to a strong hybridization between X and M atoms at
this Q point of the BZ. This makes these states highly sen-
sitive to uniform and local strains and lattice distortions.25

In fact, since the minimum of the conduction band at Q be-
comes the effective band edge in bilayer and multilayer sam-
ples (see Figs. 4 and 3), this suggests that the states at the
minima of the conduction band at the Q are good candidates
for tuning the spin/orbital/valley entanglement in these ma-
terials by means of strain engineering25 or (in multilayer sys-
tems) by means of electric fields.32

The application of forces across specific axes of the crys-
tal structure induces strain in the sample which, at the same
time, can be used to modify the band structure of TMDs.
A reduction of the band gap can be achieved under uniax-
ial compressive strain across the c-axis of the crystal struc-
ture of MX2.16 On the other hand, biaxial tensile strain
makes the minimum of the conduction band at the Q point
to move upward, while the conduction band at the K point
moves downward with no significant effect in the valence
band at the Γ point. Furthermore, tensile strain is expected
to lower the electron effective mass22 and consequently im-
prove electron mobility, and could also lead to band degen-
eracy. Some of these theoretical results have been confirmed
by strain experiments in single layer and multi-layer MX2,
which shows a change in the band gap up to ∼ 300 meV
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FIG. 3: Band structure of bulk MoS2, MoSe2, WS2 and WSe2 ob-
tained from DFT calculations.

per 1% applied strain.25,96,97 Strain can be induced by deposit-
ing MoS2 on hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), which can lead
to a direct-to-indirect gap transition, as predicted by first-
principle calculations.100 Recent proposals suggest that time-
reversal invariant topological phases in TMDs can be engi-
neered by application of strain.101

Of special interest is the use of strain engineering on
MX2 to create a broad-band optical funnel. This idea, pro-
posed theoretically by Feng et al.13 and confirmed experi-
mentally by Castellanos-Gomez et al.25 consists on continu-
ously change the strain across a sheet of monolayer MoS2,
leading to a continuous variation of the optical band gap,
which allows not only the capture of photons across a wide
range of the solar spectrum, but also guidance of the result-
ing generated excitons toward contacts.
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FIG. 4: Band structure of bilayer MoS2, MoSe2, WS2 and WSe2
obtained from DFT calculations.

IV. EFFECT OF DISORDER

Disorder in the lattice structure, such as adatoms or vacan-
cies, can strongly modify the optical and transport properties
of materials. In particular the mobility of TMDs is highly
dependent on the screening environment and is limited by
the presence of impurities in the samples.102–105 Experimen-
tal results show that the optical and transport properties of
these materials can be influenced by the existence of defects
in their chemical and structural composition. Vacancies in
MX2 crystals trap free charge carriers and localize excitons,
leading to new peaks in the photoluminescence spectra.106

Such vacancies can be created by means of thermal anneal-
ing and α-particle106 or electron beam irradiation.107 The op-
tical spectrum of bilayer MoS2 presents a broad peak at ∼
1.77 eV which has been associated to impurities,32 whereas
the mobility of multilayer samples has been shown to highly
depend on the substrate and dielectric effects.108 Line de-
fects, which separate patches or islands where the layer di-
rection is opposite to its surrounding, can lead to changes
in the carrier mobility.64 Furthermore, short-range scatter-
ers have been proposed as the main limitation for the mobil-
ity of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grown single-layer
MoS2.

56,57 Recent scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and
scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) in combination with
transport measurements suggest that the intrinsic n-doping
in bulk MoS2 is due to point defects which are consistent
with S vacancies. Moreover, the significantly higher n-
doping observed in thin films deposited on SiO2 is extrinsic
and has been attributed to trapped donors at the interface
with the SiO2 substrate.

109 The controlled creation of defects
could be exploited as a route to manipulate the electronic
properties of these materials.

On the theoretical ground, the effect of disorder has been
first studied using DFT methods.21,58–61,63–65 The study of ad-
sorption of adatoms and creation of vacancy defects in MoS2
nanoribbons have shown that a net magnetic moment can be
achieved through the adsorption of Co adatoms to the non-

magnetic armchair nanoribbons. Furthermore, apart from
the spin-polarization, significant charges can be transferred
to (or from) the adatom.58 Spin-polarized DFT calculations
for MoS2 antidots show that the net spin and the stability of
spin states can be engineered by controlling the type and dis-
tance of internal nanoholes. The case of only S-terminated
antidots is found that can exhibit a large net spin above room
temperature.63

The electronic and optical properties of single-layers of
MoS2 and WS2 in the presence of vacancies have been also
studied within a real space tight-binding (TB) model for large
systems, containing millions of atoms, by solving the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation, and by means of numer-
ically exact Kubo formula calculations.66 Vacancies induce
states in the middle of the gap whose energy depends on
the specific vacant atoms, and the optical transitions involv-
ing the impurity bands lead to a background contribution
in the optical conductivity at low energies, which has been
proposed to be behind the features observed in photocon-
ductivity experiments.8 MX2 samples also show a signifi-
cant asymmetry between electrons and holes,108 such that
the DC conductivities and mobilities are larger for holes.
When comparing the MS2 compounds, it is found higher
mobilities for p-doped WS2 than for MoS2.

66

V. SPIN/VALLEY/LAYER COUPLING

In single layers of MX2, the lack of inversion symme-
try as well as the SOC leads to a break in spin degen-
eracy along both, the valence and conduction bands, and
also causes valley Hall effect where carriers flow into oppo-
site transverse edges upon application of an in-plane elec-
tric field.29,33,110,111 In addition, time reversal symmetry of
the single layers of MX2 together with non degeneracy of
the spin energy bands lead to a coupling of spin and valley
states.31 This results in valley-dependent optical polarization
selection for individual valleys. Since time reversal symme-
try forces opposite spin-splitting at each valley, such effect
can be used to control the valley polarization by means of
optical helicity,27 such that the K valley would correspond to
optical selection rules of a certain helicity as well as carri-
ers of a fixed spin, while the K’ valley would correspond to
opposite conditions. This makes possible to control carrier
spin as well as carrier confinement within a specific valley
with circularly polarized light, an effect that has been ob-
served experimentally.27,29,33 Since inter-valley scattering is
in principle forbidden due to the breaking of spin degen-
eracy, this suggests long spin lifetimes in single layers of
MX2. As a matter of fact, spin lifetimes larger than 1 ns
have been determined experimentally,27 in agreement with
theoretical calculations for intravalley SOCmediated spin re-
laxation in MoS2.

34 In the absence of defects, spin relaxation
of the carriers is also possible due to flexural deformations of
the samples.112

New interesting features are present in bilayers of MX2,
which consists on a stack of two single layers in-plane ro-
tated by 180◦ with respect to each other, bound by means
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of weak van der Waals interactions. The inter-layer hopping
of electrons between different layers leads to a strong mod-
ification of the band structure, driving a transition from a
direct gap semiconductor in single-layer systems to an indi-
rect gap semiconductor in bilayer compounds, as it can be
seen by comparing Fig. 2 and 4. The inter-layer hopping,
which links mainly the p orbitals of the chalcogen atoms X
of different layers,7 lead to a splitting of the maximum of the
valence band at the Γ point, which becomes the effective va-
lence band edge, as well as a splitting of the minimum of the
conduction band at the Q point, which becomes the absolute
minimum of the conduction band.43

Contrary to single-layer MX2, bilayer MX2 presents point-
center inversion symmetry.32,37,113 Therefore, the band struc-
ture of bilayer MX2 remains spin degenerate even in the
presence of SOC. However, since the SOC does not couple
orbitals of different layers, each single band preserves a fi-
nite entanglement between spin, valley and the layer index.
Such spin-valley-layer coupling can be observed at the K
point of the valence band,113, as well as at the conduction
band.43 This last case can be of special interest for slightly
electron-doped bilayer MX2, whose Fermi surface presents
six pockets centered at the inequivalent Q valleys of the BZ,
and no pockets at the K and K’ valleys. Of special interest are
the families of TMDs with stronger spin-orbit interaction,
like WS2 and WSe2, for which the SOC can be larger than
the inter-layer hopping, enhancing the spin/layer/valley en-
tanglement. Then, although inversion symmetry forces each
Fermi pocket to be spin degenerate, the layer polarization
makes that each layer contributes with opposite spin in al-
ternating valleys. This effect can be useful for valleytronics
devices. The importance of spin and valley states was proven
by optical probes in bilayer MoS2, obtaining a reduction of
the photoluminescence by more than 20 times, and hole spin
lifetime was 3 orders smaller than those observed in single
layers of MoS2.27 The control and tuning of circularly polar-
ized photoluminescence from bilayer MoS2 can be achieved
with the application of a gate voltage, which breaks inver-
sion symmetry due to the electric field, as it has been shown
by recent experiments.32

VI. EXCITONS

The additional spin-like quantum numbers discussed in
Sec. V play an important role in the physics of excitons
in TMDs. The reduced dielectric screening in monolayer
and few layer samples suggest that strong excitonic effects
should appear in these materials. In fact, the existence of
highly stable neutral and charged excitons has been proven
experimentally.28,44,46 In those experiments, optically excited
electrons and holes are bound together by means of Coulomb
interaction. Contrary to excitons in conventional semicon-
ductors as GaAs, for which the excitons form at the Γ point
of the BZ, excitons in TMDs occur at the K and K’ points
of the BZ, leading to the so called valley excitons, which
open new opportunities to manipulate and control the val-
ley index by means of optical probes, as we have discussed

in the previous section. The large SOC splitting of the va-
lence band at the K point leads to two excitonic features in
the photo-absorption spectrum,8 usually denoted as the A
and B excitons. On the other hand, the binding energy of
the charged excitons (usually called trions) is unexpectedly
large (18 meV for MoS2,28 and 30 meV for both MoSe2,44 and
WSe2

46), pointing out that Coulomb interactions are very
strong in these families of layered TMDs.

A large exciton binding energy (∼0.32 eV) and a signifi-
cant deviation from the conventional hydrogenic model, typ-
ically used to describe the Wannier excitons in inorganic
semiconductors, has been found in the full sequence of ex-
cited (Rydberg) exciton states in monolayer and few-layer
WS2, measured by optical reflexion experiments.114 A the-
oretical microscopic model that considers the modification
of the functional form of the Coulomb interaction due to
the nonlocal nature of the effective dielectric screening has
been successfully applied to explain these unusually strong
electron-hole interactions.114

To tackle this problem using first principle methods, one
needs to go beyond DFT calculations since it is well know
that Kohn-Sham energies do not correspond to quasiparticle
energies. A better route is to consider GW approximation in
conjunction with Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) to consider
the two-particle excitations.47,48 Other possibility is to use an
effective mass model (parametrized by ab initio calculations),
and including appropriate screening of the interactions for
quasi-2D semiconductors.49 The separation between the ex-
citons is directly related to the strength of the SOC splitting
of the valence band, and excitation energies in the range 1
to 2 eV have been predicted,47 suggesting a potential appli-
cation of TMDs for optoelectronic devices in the near-IR to
the red regime. In Table V we list the binding energies of
the neutral excitons obtained theoretically from different ap-
proximations, as well some experimental values that have
been reported in the literature.

VII. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

Another interesting aspect of the TMDs is the appear-
ance of a superconducting transition with a critical tem-
perature that strongly depends on the carrier density. A
superconducting dome, similar to that observed for the
layered cuprate, has been experimentally observed in the
temperature-carrier density phase diagram of MoS2,50,51 in
which the samples were doped by a combination of liquid
and solid gating. For the optimal doping n ∼ 1.2×1014cm−2

the critical temperature is of Tc ∼ 10.8 K.

Theoretically, the origin of superconductivity in heavily
doped MoS2 was first studied in Ref. 52, by considering the
role of both electron-electron and electron-phonon interac-
tions. The estimations for the strength of the different contri-
butions to the effective coupling suggest that superconduc-
tivity in MoS2, under the experimental conditions of Refs.
50 and 51, is likely to be induced by the electron-electron
interaction. The significant short-range repulsion between
carriers at the conduction band allows for a superconduct-
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Monolayer Bilayer Bulk
Effective model GW GW Exp. GW

MoS2 0.5449 0.89748/1.0347/1.161/0.513/0.5422 0.42448 0.0861 0.1361/0.02548

WS2 0.4749 0.9147 - - -
MoSe2 0.5049 1.0447/0.5422 - 0.0761 0.1161

WSe2 0.4249 0.9047 - - -

TABLE V: Binding energies (in eV) for the neutral excitons obtained from different approaches and from experiments, for monolayer, bilayer
and bulk TMDs.

ing phase induced by the electron-electron interaction with
a nontrivial structure, where the gap acquires opposite signs
in the two inequivalent pockets of the conduction band. On
the other hand, DFT calculations for the phase diagram of
TMDs suggest that phonon mediated superconductivity is
also possible for some range of electron doping, and a charge
density wave is also proposed to exist for even higher carrier
concentrations.53 Recently it has been suggested that spin-
triplet p-wave superconductivity can be stabilized by Rashba
SOC in MoS2.

54 Finally, the superconducting proximity effect
and the Andreev reflection inMX2 superconducting-normal
(S/N) hybrid junction with n- (p-)doped S and p-doped N re-
gions has been investigated in Ref. 55, finding that the strong
SOC enhances the Andreev conductance of the MoS2-based
S/N structure relative to its value in the corresponding struc-
ture with gapped graphene.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have discussed the electronic properties
of semiconducting TMDs MX2, where M = Mo,W and
X = S, Se. DFT band structure calculations, including the
effect of SOC, have been used to discuss the differences be-
tween the single layer, bilayer and bulk compounds. The
splitting of the bands due to SOC has been discussed in the
whole BZ, analyzing the role of the transition metal and the
chalcogen atoms at each relevant point of the band struc-
ture. We have further reviewed the effect of strain in the
samples, discussing how strain engineering is a good route

to manipulate and tune the electronic and optical proper-
ties of those compounds. Disorder and imperfections in the
lattice structure lead to the creation of impurity states in
the middle of the gap, which contribute to the photocon-
ductivity. Finally, we have discussed the superconducting
phase which has been also experimentally observed in the
TMDs, and which present a superconducting dome in the
temperature-carrier density phase diagram, which resembles
to that of the cuprate superconductors. The different mecha-
nisms proposed to explain the superconducting pairing have
been reviewed.
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